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Reference is made to the April 28, 1976, SSC letter which contained requests for material from the FBI.

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the Committee is an original of a memorandum in response to items 2 and 3(a) of the referenced letter.

Also enclosed for your records is a copy of the memorandum.
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62-116395

1 - The Deputy Attorney General
   Attention: Michael Shaheen, Jr.,
   Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination

SECRET MATERIAL ATTACHED
URGENT 11-25-63

TO DIRECTOR

FROM LEGAT PARIS NO. 8027

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY. SERVICE DE DOCUMENTATION EXTERIEURE ET DE CONTRE-ESPIONAGE (SDECE), FRENCH FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE AND COUNTERESPIONAGE SERVICE, ADVISED IT HAS RECEIVED INFO THAT THE RIFLE USED IN THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY BELIEVED TO BE AN ITALIAN RIFLE CALIBER 7.35, MAKE CARCANO, MODEL 38, BEARING A JAPANESE TELESCOPE SITE, WAS IMPORTED INTO THE U.S. BY THE COMPANY "ADAMS CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRY" OF NEW YORK IN A LOT PURCHASED BY A CONTRACT SIGNED IN 1960 WITH ITALIAN AUTHORITIES BUT DISCONTINUED IN 1962.

[NORMAN W. PHILCOX]

RECEIVED: 11-26-63 4:45 AM EFH

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemination outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings of your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized personnel without the express approval of the FBI.

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.
URGENT 12-9-63

TO DIRECTOR
FROM LEGAT [MADRID] [NO. 412]

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY.

REBUCAB DECEMBER 6 LAST.

[COLONEL LUIS MARTOS LALLANE, HEAD OF INFORMATION SERVICE, SPANISH HIGH GENERAL STAFF] ADVISES NO INFORMATION RECEIVED IMPLICATING CASTRO REGIME IN ASSASSINATION OR THAT OSWALD ACTING AS CUBAN AGENT. SAID ANY SUCH REPORT WOULD HAVE COME TO HIS ATTENTION AND WOULD HAVE BEEN IMMEDIATELY FURNISHED THIS OFFICE.

[LIEUTENANT COLONEL EDUARDO BLANCO RODRIGUEZ, HEAD OF INFORMATION SECTION, DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF SECURITY.] ADVISED SIMILARLY. SAID JOSE MANUEL GARCIA PERUYERA (BUFFLE 105-102550) RECENTLY APPEARED HIS OFFICE TO MAKE CLAIM THAT OSWALD WAS ACQUAINTED WITH HENRI GEORGE WAEGEL, SUBJECT OF BUFFLE 100-434807. GARCIA IN PAST CONSIDERED POSSIBLE WITNESS AGAINST WAEGEL IN CONNECTION LATTER'S UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL CUBA. [BLANCO] STATED GARCIA CONSIDERED MENTALLY UNSTABLE AND UNRELIABLE AND NO SIGNIFICANCE PLACED IN HIS STATEMENTS. [BLANCO] CONSIDERING DEPORTATION GARCIA IN VIEW PREVIOUS [ANTI-FRANCO] ACTIVITIES. [BLANCO] SUGGESTED GARCIA CONTACT LEGAT. GARCIA DID CONTACT LEGAT BRIEFLY.

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems.
following assassination to express condolences and inquire
whether services as witness might still be required. On being
warned that his services probably would not be required he
stated he was returning to France. Garcia obviously has wanted
to testify against Waegell as means of entering United States.
Appears unstable. He voluntarily no information to Legat re
acquaintance Oswald and Waegell. Representative Reuters News
Agency reported to Embassy that article to appear December 7
issue of "Tiempo," Spanish language magazine published New
York, that Enrique Pascual-Ruedolo Gongora (possibly Pascual
Enrique Ruedolo Gongora), Cuban national had been deported
from United States on November 23 last, was arrested by
Spanish authorities and had admitted plans to assassinate
President Kennedy. [Colonel Blanco] above, advised today
Ruedolo deported New York for involvement unknown criminal
activities. Spanish consul improperly gave him visa to enter
Spain. Placed under detention on arrival Spain November 29
last pending issuance entrance permit by Cuban consul for
travel Cuba. Cuban consul, Madrid, awaiting instruction from
Cuba. [Blanco] stated no connection Ruedolo matter with assass-
ination but may have given rise to rumor by Constantine Brown.

Received: 9:22 A.M. ML [SHELDON W. PARKS]

CC: MR. ROSEN

CC: ML BRENNAN

...the information contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably...
MEMORANDUM FOR: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

SUBJECT: Lee Harvey OSWALD - Internal Security
Russia - Cuba

1. Reference is made to your memorandum of August 14, 1964. Subject as above, your file number (3) 105-82555, in which you requested that seven enclosed photographs be shown to [name redacted] and certain questions be asked of him.

2. [name redacted] was interviewed on 9 September 1964 with the following results.

3. Photograph no. 1:
   (1) Nikolay SERGEYEV: Source did not recognize the face and had never heard the name.

   (2) Annette (Anita) SETYAEVA, née ZUGOFF, formerly known as Annette GOLDSHTEYN (GOLDSTEIN) and Annette Henkinia (KHENKINA): Source recognized her immediately by face, giving the name Annette KHENKINA, formerly Annette GOLDSHTEYN. He could not recall her maiden name but when offered the name ZUGOFF he said this would be correct as it is an Ossettian name and her father had been Ossettian and her mother a Canadian. Source's additional information on this woman is provided in paragraph 8 below.

   (3) Joseph ADAMOV: Source recognized his photograph immediately and provided the name correctly, identifying him as his long-time friend, previously discussed in the British report referenced in your memorandum.

(S)
4. Photographs 2 and 3: Source recognized these as Annette KHENKINA, of paragraph 3 (2) above.

5. Photograph no. 4: Source recognized number 1 as the person identified in paragraph 3 (6) above; and recognized Annette KHENKINA, Sergei RUDIMAN, and Joe ADAMOV. He did not recognize Nikolai SERGEYEV in this photograph.

6. Photograph no. 5: Source recognized all persons in this photo, as identified in paragraphs 3 (3), (2), (4), and (5) above.
7. Photograph no. 6: Source recognized number (1) as KHENKIN (first name not recalled), the second husband of Annette GOLDSHTEYN KHENKINA, and number (2) as Annette herself. He knew that they had a son and assumed that the child in this photo was that son, but he had never seen the child. Source provided the same information on KHENKIN previously included in MI-5 Report Number 27, referred to in your memorandum. He added to this that the apartment building in the background of photograph number (3) is the location of the apartment which KHENKIN was given after he had written a letter to STALIN complaining of quarters he was first given when he repatriated to the Soviet Union in 1945 or 1946.

8. Photograph no. 7: Source recognized Annette KHENKINA, but did not know any of the others in the photo. When number (4), Marina, was pointed out to him, he stated that she was the right age to be Annette’s daughter by her first husband, GOLDSHTEYN. Source had seen her as a small child, possibly about five or six years or age, in 1945. He has never seen her since, knew nothing more about her, and could not identify her photograph. Source commented that he had never met GOLDSHTEYN, Annette’s first husband, but knew that he was much older than she and he speculated that the older man in this photograph might be Boris GOLDSHTEYN. Source gave the following additional information on Boris GOLDSHTEYN: He was some kind of engineer-technician, not employed by Radio Moscow. He did not approve of Annette’s working in the radio field, and disapproved of the people she worked with there and the general atmosphere of work. Annette was already separated or divorced from GOLDSHTEYN when Source first met her, sometime in 1944 or 1945. While Annette was still married to GOLDSHTEYN, she had an affair with Joe ADAMOV.

9. Regarding Lev or Leo SETYAEV, Source had never heard the name. He was not aware that Annette KHENKINA had married for the third time, although he knew that she was divorced from KHENKIN and that he was interested in marrying a woman who was an editor in a publishing house.

10. Source had never heard of Lee Harvey OSWALD prior to his defection, and had no information regarding his participation in a Radio Moscow interview in late 1959. He commented, however, that it was not unusual to